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With music festival season in full swing, you can keep your hairstyles looking fresh with 
professional products from UNITE Hair. From the main stage to the after-parties, the following 
tips and tricks from professional stylists can also help you achieve iconic desert hair status. 
Here’s what you need and a few styles that are ready to party. 
 

 
 
Mermaid Waves 
 
After creating this free-spirited look, you can polish your waves with SMOOTH&SHINE™ Styling 
Cream followed by the waterless U:DRY™ Fresh Dry Conditioner, which is formulated to tame 
frizz and soften and shine hair. This lightweight dry conditioner also provides much-needed UV 
protection. If you have blonde locks, don’t forget to cleanse with toning violet shampoo to help 
prevent brassiness before you’re desert-bound.  
 
Long and Sleek 
 
Whether you’re going for a country diva look or giving rave-girl vibes, create your perfect long 
and sleek style. On towel-dried hair, apply U Oil™, an argan oil that gives beautiful shine and 
protects strands from humidity-causing frizz. Then, blow-dry the hair smooth. Before using a 
flat iron, spray 7SECONDS™ Glossing Spray for extra shine. Part the hair down the middle and 
finish the look with SESSION-MAX™ Spray to lock in the style. 
 
Half-Up Ponytail 
 
With a cute half-up style, you’ll have a sky-high wrapped ponytail with loose, voluminous curls 
on the bottom. Start with big, bouncy waves, then use TEXTURIZA™ Spray, a popular texturizing 
spray hair stylists love to use on their own clients for added weightless volume and texture. For 
a long-lasting hairstyle, finish with extra-hold finishing MAXCONTROL™ Spray. 

https://unitehair.com/products/blonda-toning-shampoo
https://unitehair.com/products/texturiza-spray
https://unitehair.com/products/texturiza-spray
https://unitehair.com/products/texturiza-spray
https://unitehair.com/


 
Conjoined Braids 
 
Get ready to whip your hair back and forth with a unique conjoined braid. Before braiding, use 
U Oil™ to add shine and smooth strands. This is also a great trick to moisturize hair while 
styling. To conjoin braids, you can wrap the ends of each braid to one another, spray them with 
hairspray, and then secure the braids in place with bobby pins. You can also use a ribbon the 
same color as your hair to wrap the braids together.  
 
Braided Pigtails  
 
The beauty of braided pigtails is they protect your hair from the elements. The key to keeping 
hair nourished is spraying 7SECONDS™ Detangler throughout before snatching it into two 
pigtails. Instead of using heat, allow the detangler to penetrate the hair cuticle to give your 
mane the needed moisture. You’ll create little braids in each pigtail. You can finish your style 
with 7SECONDS™ Glossing Spray.  
 
Whether you’re bound for the desert or simply need to replenish your home stash, UNITE Hair 
can help you with everything from styling and finishing products to shampoos and conditioners 
for all hair types, including non-toning daily purple conditioner for keeping blonde hair bright 
and moisturized. 
 
Get into the music festival spirit with high-performing hair care products from UNITE Hair at 
https://unitehair.com/  
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/3JSncga  
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